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About This Game

Magic is not an art or religion. Magic is a craft.

Experience an amazing and unforgettable adventure set in a dark fantasy universe!

Spellcrafter is an RPG game with deep tactical turn-based combat and a unique spell casting system. Explore the magical world,
collect gold, interact with NPCs, take quests and make moral choices! Recruit heroes, assemble and summon powerful troops

and send them into battle!

The unique feature of Spellcrafter is the spell casting system. The game recognizes the sign you draw on the screen and
automatically chooses the appropriate spell from the spellbook. If you don’t remember the correct sign you are able to consult

the spellbook, but beware! Reaching for the spellbook takes additional time and the quicker you cast your spell, the more
powerful it will be!
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The game is divided into 3 acts. Each act tells a part of a compelling and magical story about the nature of reality, power and
morality. Additionally, each act features 3 levels with a different setting and a different playable character (human,

necromancer, elf).
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Title: Spellcrafter
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Jujubee S.A.
Publisher:
Jujubee S.A.
Release Date: 4 May, 2015
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Are you a toaster? Are you out of bread? Fear not, this game will exceed you needs for toast. Imagine a caffeine addict on drugs
shooting breadcrumbs at little things that try to touch your clock while shooting himself around by the recoil.. It is an exciting
and fascinating story that's waiting for you right here! The whole Heroes Rise trilogy is definitely worth reading AND playing -
yeah, despite of being a text novel this is still a game, and quite a re-playable one.

1. Convincing characters cause empathy. You will love them, you will hate them.
2. You'll face a thrilling plot and experience well executed storytelling.
3. You choices are not just nominal here: you become a real co-author, a co-creator of the narrative fabric.

If your imagination is developed well enough to perceive the text, be sure to pay attention to this creation.

Resume: it is definitely worthy of purchase!. For a Worms game presumably released after Armageddon, it's surprisingly not
terrible.. Iv been waitint for this game for a WHILE now and finally realized i could buy it in early access!
Super addicting and Fun, you can play it fast paced or slow and steady. One of those one more run type games and you can see
your progress get better and better i love it !
Cant wait to play more and cant wait for it to hit IOS as well, it will have a permanent spot on my download list!. It's a pretty
neat game, upgrade your creature, fit it with new parts, make it look horrendous and go out to eat some more horrendous
creatures, I like it.. In the matching game (squares) Save after every match, load when you find a match. Only way to win..
Reach the Sun and Praise it!. When I got this game it was three dollars full price and still fairly rough around certain edges. I
played it for several hours and enjoyed my time, but eventually got bored with it. Since then many of the small issues I've had
with the game have been fixed, especially in the building menu and the new update doubled the number of levels to play. So
even at current price this little game is still very much worth your money, especially if you've enjoyed other bridge builders.
Soundtrack is basically elevator music.. This game is very short, pretty boring, and confusing at times.
I honestly think it's not worth your time, as there other games by the same author that are way better and also free as well.
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It's definitely an interesting game. The beginning threw me off a little, but I found out it was supposed to be that way. Expect
the unexpected and y9ou will do fine. The puzzles are difficult, but not impossible. Not all the puzzle solutions are obvious, but
once you solve them, you'll see the logic they used to create them.. This game should be free 0/10. Damn good action rpg with a
likeable cast and a FANTASTIC soundtrack to boot! One of my favorites in the series!. I liked the character development
throughout all three games and it's nice to see how much some of the characters matured in this game. The Heroes Rise trilogy
is a must play if you enjoy reading or just want to immerse yourself in an awesome story.. quot;Checking for latest version..." -
never found it.. You move at the speed of light if you don't hold the slow down button. Your bullets take up half the screen and
are so distracting I can't tell what's going on.
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